Grading Guidelines (FINAL VERSION)

Total points: 10

1. Relevancy graphs that include Bing, Google, Solr Ranking, Pagerank Ranking (3 points).
2. Convincing explanation of the relevancy results (2 points).
3. Explanation regarding why some pages have higher pagerank values (2 points).
4. UI radio button for switching between solr and pagerank ranking (1 point).
5. Clicking on a document should redirect to the actual web document (1 point).
6. Correct structure of the external_PageRankFile.txt (1 point).

Items 4 and 5 above are now replaced by the single requirement:
4. Screenshots of whole flow from query page till the result page for both ranking methods, and a screenshot showing one of the actual web documents which will open when we click on that result link. Also, code should work. Points will be deducted if code is not working and/or screenshots are incorrect. (2 Points)
Note: item 6 above is now item 5.